Abstract. In this paper we exhibit the Toda lattice equations in a double bracket form which shows they are gradient flow equations (on their isospectral set) on an adjoint orbit of a compact Lie group. Representations for the flows are given and a convexity result associated with a momentum map is proved. Some general properties of the double bracket equations are demonstrated, including a discussion of their invariant subspaces, and their function as a Lie algebraic sorter.
O. Introduction
In this paper we present details of the proofs and applications of the results on the generalized Toda lattice equations announced in [7] .
One of our key results is exhibiting the Toda equations in a double bracket form which shows directly that they are gradient flow equations (on their isospectral set) on an adjoint orbit of a compact Lie group. This system, which is gradient with respect to the normal metric on the orbit, is quite different from the representation of the Toda flow as a gradient system on N" in Moser's fundamental paper [27] . In our representation the same set of equations is thus Hamiltonian and a gradient flow on the isospectral set.
While the double bracket equations mentioned above are fundamental in demonstrating properties of the Toda flow, they are in fact more general and are of interest in their own right. These equations arose originally in the study by Brockett (see [10 and 113) of the steepest descent equations corresponding to certain least squares matching and sorting problems. In [5] it was noticed that a particular case of these equations give the Toda (sl(n)) equations in the Flaschka ([!5]) form. In fact it can be shown that these equations have many different invariant subspaces as we prove here.
Just as it can be shown that the time-1 map of the generalized Toda flows is equivalent to the QR algorithm for diagonalizing symmetric matrices (see [14, 25, 30 and 31] , for example), these double bracket equations provide a method for solving the symmetric eigenvalue problem, which coincides with the QR algorithm in the tridiagonal case. Recall also that the Toda equations in Flaschka's form sort the eigenvalues of a given symmetric matrix into ascending order. Here we show that the double bracket equations give a general Lie-algebraic sorter, which will sort in any prescribed fashion (corresponding to a choice of Weyl chamber).
We also show here how the equilibria of the double bracket equations are the vertices of a convex polytope which is the image of a momentum mapping associated with the problem (see the work of Schur-Horn [19] , Kostant [21] , Atiyah [3] and Guillemin and Sternberg [17] ). The image of the isospectral Toda orbit is shown to be a complex object lying in the interior of the polytope defined by the momentum mapping. That a convex polytope may be associated with the Toda flows, was observed originally by Deift Nanda and Tomei [14] and Tomei [33] (see also van Moerbeke [34] , Fried [16] and Davis [13] ). In a related paper [6] , by exploiting the K/ihler structure of the problem, we show that the isospectral Toda orbit may in fact be mapped onto the polytope by a momentum mapping, thus putting the topological observation of Tomei et al. into a symplectic context.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 1 we discuss the double bracket equations, indicate how they arise as gradient flows and describe certain of their invariant subspaces. In Sect. 2 we show how a special case of these equations gives the generalized Toda lattice equations (see Kostant [22, 23] , Symes [30] and others). A Lie algebraic explanation is given for the double bracket form of the equations in the Toda case. In Sect. 3 we give explicit representations for the Toda flows in double bracket form for the classical Lie algebras. In Sect. 4 we discuss the convexity and momentum map result and the sorting result mentioned above.
I. The Double Bracket Equations and Gradient Flows
In this section we begin by discussing gradient flows on compact Lie groups. We derive an explicit equation for a particular gradient flow relative to a left-invariant Riemannian metric. We then show that projecting the flow onto an adjoint orbit of the Lie algebra by taking the natural projection yields a flow which is itself gradient with respect to the "normal" metric on the orbit. This flow is shown to
where N is a given constant matrix. This flow is isospectral and we show that in fact this double bracket flow is the compatibility condition for the "spectral equations" for the flow at the group level. This is related to the classical theory of integrability of Hamiltonian systems as we shall see in the next section. Finally, we discuss some invariant subspaces of the double bracket equation.
Let G, be a compact Lie group with Lie algebra fr and let x(,) denote the Killing form on aj.. Define the smooth function F(O) on G. by where Q and N are fixed elements of f~u and Ad denotes the adjoint action of G. on f~.. Then we have (see [10] for the unitary case) 
Nu be the compact real form of a complex semisimple Lie algebra N. Then the equation (1.2) have the normal real form of N intersect the compact real form as an invariant submanifold. The gradient flow can then be formulated as a gradient flow with respect to the normal metric on this intersection. Equation (1.2) first appeared in this form on SO(n) (see [10] 
It is interesting to notice that Corollary 1.2 can be interpreted as a compatibility condition between an "eigenvalue equation" and the time evolution of the "eigenfunction." Indeed L(t)= Ado(o_, Q says that L(t) and Q have the same spectrum, if they are matrices. In other words, this relation can be thought of as the totality of eigenvalue equations for L, with the columns of 0 as eigenfunetions. The time evolution for 0 is given by (1.2). The usual cross-differentiation argument repeats the proof of Corollary 1.2. Proof. Set V= VrOV-r, where Vr and V_, are the +r and -r eigenspaces, respectively, of the operator ad N. We can write a typical element of fq~ 9 V as v+ +v_+h with [h,N] =0, [N,v+] The Toda flows will be seen to evolve in a subspace of the form defined in Proposition 1.6 with r 2= 1.
The Double Bracket Equations and the Toda Lattice
In this section we show that the generalized Toda lattice equations may be written in the double bracket form (1.3) and hence are a gradient flow on their isospectral set.
Let ~, be the normal real form of ~. Then the Flaschka form of the generalized Toda lattice equations associated to ~, are given by A = [B, A] where
This form of the Toda lattice equations is the one adopted in Moser [27] for ff,=sl(n,]R), and is equivalent to, but different from, the conventions used in Kostant [22] and Symes [30, 31] . This is a Hamiltonian system on the coadjoint t orbit of the lower Borel subalgebra of ft, through ~ (% + e_,j) called the Jacobi orbit, with Hamiltonian function 89 A). All the elements of this orbit which are of the form (2.1) we call Jacobi elements. This system is integrable; the integrals are the basis of the ring of invariants of ft. restricted to the orbit. Level sets of the integrals of motion are called isospeetral sets.
In what follows, let ~, be a compact Lie algebra, ~ a maximal abelian subalgebra and ff the complexification of ~,, and choose ~ = d Oid as the Cartan subalgebra of ft. We let r denote the system of roots of ~ defined by ~, let A denote the simple roots and choose {h j, e~lj = 1 ..... l, ~Er a Chevalley basis of ~, with hj~A. ~ ..... ~ denote this simple roots.
Let G and G, denote the Lie groups with Lie algebra ff and ft, respectively. 
From (2.3) and (2.4), t t [L, N] = Z ~, xiaich(hi)(% -e_,,). i=lj=l

But for the generalized Toda flow, L = [B, L] where B is given by (2.2)
It is known that there is a unique element N in the Cartan subalgebra (see [20] , p. 1014) such that [N, e~] = height (7) (2.19) where /~ is the wedge product associated with the bilinear form ~.
Proof. For X, YeL, e, the orbit symplectic form on a Jacob 
. For the orbit sympleetic form given in Theorem 2.3 the equations of motion on the Jacobi coadjoint orbit of the lower Borel subalgebra of if, corresponding to the Hamihonian 89 A) are A = [A, [A, --M]].
Proof. co([A, [A, -MJ],n:~[A,X])
= 89 ~([A, [A, --M] ], (ada i + ad~l, al adM) adM (n~ [A, X])
- 
~(nx,[A, X] ], (ad~ 1 + ad~l.A~ ad~t) adM ([A, [A, -M] ]) = 89162 M], [M,n~[A,X]])-+ K(EA, [A, -M] ]), Z') -89162 :61 [A, X], Z"), where Z, Z', Z"~i~r are uniquely determined by the conditions [A, Z] = [M, [A, [A, -M] ] ], [ [M, A], Z'] = ad 2 nw~ [A, X], and [[M,A],Z"]=ad2[A,[A,-M]]. Since [A,M]=B
= Ir nx~[A,X]) = dH(A).n~[A,X]. []
We remark that the Toda lattice is gradient on its restriction to the isospectral set, since it is the restriction of a gradient vector field on a G, orbit. There appears to be no appropriate metric off the isospectral set. Similary, Moser's form of the gradient flow (see [27] ) also occurs on the isospectral set and is given by We remark also that for sl(l + 1) our function x(L,N) is (modulo a trivial normalization) the Morse function discussed in [13, 16 and 33] and used to analyze the topology of isospectral sets of Jacobi (symmetric, tridiagonal) matrices. We have shown that this Morse function gives the Toda flow as its gradient flow with respect to a suitable metric, and, moreover, we have given a natural generalization of this function to arbitrary semisimple Lie algebras.
We note also that in view of the above analysis, it is natural to write the Poisson bracket on Jacobi elements as
where Vf is the gradient of f in ~n defined by dr(L)" 6L = -x(Vf, 6L), 6L~,. This is equivalent to the bracket given in Symes [29] . The overall picture we have developed is as follows. The Toda flow is Hamiltonian in the Jacobi elements embedded in ~r via (2.3). The level sets of the integrals of motion are Lagrangian submanifolds of the set of Jacobi elements. Also the level sets lie on orbits of (~u-These level sets are invariant submanifolds for the gradient flow of the function •(L, N) with respect to the normal metric. On the level sets the Hamiltonian and gradient flows are identical for-N as in Theorem 2.1.
Remark. We note also that one can compute quite explicitly the gradient flow 
Representations for the Toda Flows
In this section we consider representations for the Toda flow in the double bracket form for the classical Lie algebras 9 The key new ingredient here is of course the determination of the matrix N. For convenient bases for the classical Lie algebras, see, for example, Sattinger and Weaver [28] , or Humphries [24] .
A t. We take here hi = diag (1, -1, 0, 0 .... ), h2 = diag (0, 1, -1, 0 Table 1 N = i diag ( -1+ 1,1-1, -l+2, 2-I, ..., -1, 1,0) .
We again calculate L.
Defining th e ai as for Ct, the simple positive roots are ax -a2, a2 -%, al_ 1 -at, and at-1 + az with corresponding root vectors
_ [~+ao'~ + ao-~ at-1 + az:(a +)zz-1 -(a +)t-1, -(~,-t + @:(a_),_ 1, -(a_)._ t-
Then for D3 we have
By Here we take h 1 =diag(0, t,-1,0 .... ), h2 = diag (0, 0, 0, 1,-1 .... ), etc. Then
We now calculate L. Defining ai here by ai(H)=2~, where H=diag(0,21ao ..... 2zao), the simple positive roots are 0~1 --0~2, " 9 9 (ZI-1 --at, 0~l with root vectors: 
The Double Bracket Equation, Momentum Maps, and Toda Flows
In this section we discuss how the theory of convexity of the image of the momentum maps, as developed by Schur-Horn [19] , Kostant [21] , Atiyah [3] and Guillemin and Sternberg [17] , may be used to deduce properties of the double bracket equation and hence the Toda lattice flows. We also discuss Lie-algebraic sortin]g. As observed by Brockett in [10] , one can in fact view the equation 
L(t),N]] becomes the Toda lattice equations defined on the level set of all constants of the motion and the projection of the Toda flow on d lies in the interior of the polytope given in (i).
Proof. T acts on (9 by the (co)adjoint action, defining the momentum map n: (9 ~d--~ which is the orthogonal projection of (9 onto ~r (relative to the metric -~(,) on fq~). The image of n is a convex compact polytope which is the convex hull of the critical values of ~z. These critical values coincide with the Weyl group orbit (9•d (see [21] ).
To prove the theorem we will show that the equilibria of the vector field 
Hence K(L, N) is monotonic increasing along the flow and is bounded above since L(t) lies in the coadjoint orbit of a compact group. Thus K(L, N) has a limit and its derivative goes to zero. But we can see that its derivative vanishes only if L and N commute and, since N is regular, L must lie in ~r [] We remark that the Toda lattice equations on the level set of all constants of the motion have no equilibria, but if one considers these equations defined on the closure of the Toda phase space, then the equilibria are given by the Weyl group orbit as stated in Theorem 4.1.
We remark that in [14 and 33] , it was shown that an isospectral manifold of Jacobi (symmetric, tridiagonal) matrices with the off diagonal elements taken to be nonzero -i.e. a Toda orbit -is homeomorphic to a convex polytope. In a related paper [6] we show, by studying the K~ihler geometry of the Toda flows, that this polytope is in fact the image of a momentum map.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to observing that while the image of the momentum map discussed in Theorem 4.1(i) is indeed convex, when one restricts the domain to the Toda orbit, one obtains an image that lies in the interior of a convex polytope, with equilibria at its vertices, but the image is far from convex. This is illustrated for A2 below, where the projection onto the Cartan subalgebra of the integral curves of the system with conserved eigenvalues 21 = 1, 22 = 2, and 23 = 3, are shown. (This image has also been constructed by H. Flaschka and M. Zou.)
It is well known (see Symes [31] Deift, Nanda and Tomei [14] ) that for the Toda lattice equations on sl(n) the only stable equilibrium is that where the eigenvalues of L are sorted into increasing order along the diagonal of L. We can prove the Lie algebraic generalization of this result using our double bracket formulation, but also a more general result on sorting which applies to the (non-Toda) double bracket flow on a compact Lie algebra. Proof. We prove the result by examining the linearization of the vector field
Taking the differential of the vector field at L = L o gives 
\ j=l
Therefore, the origin will be a stable equilibrium for the decoupled linear system In other words, in the limit the flow of L(t) = [L(t), [L(t), NIl sorts the eigenvalues of L such that they appear on the imaginary axis in opposite order to the eigenvalues of N. This result in the Hermitian context was obtained by Brockett [10] ; there the real eigenvalues of N and the limit of L appear in the same order on the real axis.
Requiring all the coefficients in (4.6) to be positive characterizes the unique equilibrium which is a source. We get: 
